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the middle classes from the Republic than 
Hitler” (98). People who treated the actual 
politics of the republic with contempt, 
throwing up their clean hands and refusing 
to participate, were complicit in both the 
destruction of the republic and in the horrors 
that followed. “Too many forces in society 
had contributed to the destruction of this 
world, the political Right just as much as the 
Left. . . . Basically, Hitler had merely swept 
away the remaining ruins. He was a revolu-
tionary. But because he was capable of lend-
ing himself a bourgeois mask, he destroyed 
the hollow façade of the bourgeoisie with the 
help of the bourgeoisie itself; the desire to 
put an end to it all was overpowering” (281).

The perhaps paradoxical message of Not 
Me is that a healthy society depends on 
individuals who refuse to compromise their 
integrity, even if that means standing in 
opposition to what appears to be the major-
ity opinion. At the same time, it is a reminder 
that republics die when citizens abandon 
politics to the unprincipled. In a modern 
world where politics often appears irredeem-
ably corrupt, and where many are tempted to 
abandon hope and indulge in blanket state-
ments rejecting the electoral process, Fest’s 
story is a reminder of the quiet heroism of 
upright citizens. That heroism produced “a 
life full of privations” and “for compensa-
tion, my father had only the knowledge 
of meeting his own rigorous principles.” It 
may not always have been enough, but “it 
nevertheless provided him with a significant 
degree of satisfaction” (277). 

Not Me is a reminder that citizens need 
to embrace the responsibilities of citizen-
ship. Not in pursuit of utopias, or in the 
mere cultivation of private gardens, but in 
the constant daily struggle against our own 
weaknesses. That is one collective enterprise 
that even Johannes Fest would join.
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In this provocative intellectual history 
of the concepts of marriage and family, 

Scott Yenor makes a sweeping generalization: 
“Modern political thought has been a battle 
over the character and meaning of nature.” 
His discussion of an eclectic series of marriage 
theorists—beginning with the predictable 
Locke and Rousseau and ending with the less 
predictable David Popenoe and Pope John 
Paul II—returns frequently and properly to 
disputes over the word natural. Along the way 
Yenor, a professor of political science at Boise 
State University, provides fresh and useful 
insights into the oft neglected social philoso-
phies of his subjects. Examining the contem-
porary “marriage debate,” where change 
advocates seek a “revolution” in the meaning 
of marriage while “voices of retrenchment” 
emphasize the “socially desirable goods” that 
traditional marriage promotes, Yenor also 
puts forth a promising alternate course: “I do 
not think that either side in this debate fully 
captures the communal character of marriage 
and family, and this book attempts to prepare 
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the way for a richer treatment of marriage as 
a union of family and community.” All the 
same, the book stumbles at times through 
a curious exclusion of several important 
“schools” of political thought, an incomplete 
recognition of the legal and rhetorical circum-
stances facing “voices of retrenchment,” and 
a failure to grasp the full implications of the 
forces driving today’s marriage crisis.

Yenor begins with compelling dissections of 
the ideas of both John Locke and Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau. Concerning the former, Yenor 
emphasizes how Locke’s defense of revolution 
(against the Stuarts) required him to debunk 
all human institutions thought to be natural, 
from kings to couples. He reduced marriage 
to a limited contract focused primarily on the 
procreation and education of children. This 
accounts for Locke’s openness to divorce, 
polygyny, and polyandry. Yenor correctly 
emphasizes that Locke’s family system would 
work well within a culture informed by Chris-
tian principles, yet also “unravels without 
these props.” Rousseau was “more concerned 
than Locke that the family approximate 
nature” and emphasized the natural aspects of 
maternity, breastfeeding, and the sexual divi-
sion of labor. He also recognized the need to 
promote sentiments to combat the selfishness 
that characterized modern life. One result was 
Rousseau’s model of republican motherhood, 
a “miracle” woman who would shape her 
husband and sons into exemplary citizens: “Is 
there a sight in the world so touching as that 
of a mother surrounded by her children .  .  . 
procuring a happy life for her husband and 
prudently governing the home?”

The book’s most original chapter focuses 
on G. W. F. Hegel, who—Yenor argues—
successfully reconciled the goods found 
within marriage and family life with the 
goods produced by larger communities. 
Hegel’s trademark mode of dialectical analy-
sis usually showed “natural” institutions 

overcome by the progress of History. His 
only exception came as he contemplated the 
home; in Yenor’s summation, “A ‘natural’ 
family—private, small, tightly knit, mutu-
ally dependent, effective, emotionally 
intense, and unified—emerges once His-
tory purges it of unnatural elements.” Hegel 
emphasized that marriage begins as contract 
only to supersede it as marital partners 
“consent to constitute a single person and 
to give up their natural and individual per-
sonalities within this union.” Such “ethical 
love” is consummated where “I find myself 
in another person.” In this self-limitation of 
marriage, men and women actually achieve 
liberation. Such analysis leads Hegel to 
conclude that the sexual division of labor is 
“natural” and “that nature is, in this case, 
normative.” Yenor says that Hegel “overstates 
the differences between the sexes” but oth-
erwise finds the Hegelian family admirable.

Another chapter presents Auguste Comte 
and Émile Durkheim as examples of “social 
science positivism.” While social evolution 
displaced biology or nature in this formula-
tion, Comte emerged nonetheless as a firm 
marriage advocate. He insisted that “human 
society is composed of families, and not indi-
viduals,” and that marriage represented the 
“complete fusion of two natures into one,” 
marking the “mutual perfection of the sexes.” 
Pointing to the larger skulls found among men, 
Comte also built an “unparalleled” defense of 
sex differences resting on “natural” comple-
mentarity. Durkheim, writing half a century 
later, described a much more circumscribed 
family unit. He fixed on the family’s loss of 
function, suggesting that the process would 
continue. Going beyond Locke, he reasoned 
that parents should surrender remaining con-
trols over education and inheritance. He was 
also one of the first theorists to grapple with 
the causes and meaning of fertility decline in 
the West. In addition, Yenor concludes that 
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Durkheim—in his defense of a residual form 
of marriage—led modern pro-family voices 
into a cul-de-sac by appealing primarily to the 
social goods of marriage, or the principle of 
self-interest rightly understood.

Turning to John Stuart Mill, Yenor under-
scores the radical implications of the English-
man’s vision of sexual equality. Largely ignor-
ing the needs—or even the existence—of 
children, Mill recast marriage as a union of 
“companions and friends” enjoying “similar-
ity of powers and capacities with reciprocal 
superiority in them.” Marriage was not a 
“joining”; rather, it served to invigorate the 
self. Reflecting his own attraction to the 
already married Harriet Taylor, Mill urged 
easy divorce for those persons having “higher 
natures,” especially when one spouse had 
developed a “strong passion” for a third party. 
He objected to the use of law to enforce any 
particular conception of family. Nature was 
mutable: “different experiments in living” 
should be allowed. He gave an open blessing, 
for example, to polygamy, and Yenor suggests 
that Mill would probably have approved of 
same-sex marriage, as well. Yenor convinc-
ingly shows how lingering aspects of tradi-
tionalism to be found in Mill (such as his 
endorsement of a “family wage” for married 
men) actually dissolve before the autonomy 
and moral regeneration to be found within 
his vision of full sexual equality.

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels shared a 
philosophy of the family that was much in 
harmony with Mill’s, particularly in their 
embrace of full sexual equality in education 
and employment and their emphasis on free 
love (“although it seems to depend on actual 
sex to a far greater degree than Mill’s more 
austere account”). While Mill left largely 
unexamined the question of who will do the 
housework and care for the children if both 
sexes work, Engels “cuts the Gordian knot” 
by suggesting that such tasks become “pub-

lic activities” and that the conjugal family 
accordingly should be abolished, at least as 
an economic unit. In a nice turn of phrase, 
Yenor sees parenting under the ideal Marx-
ist scheme as resembling “a more robust Big 
Brother Big Sister organization,” a task for 
concerned volunteers.

Sigmund Freud, of course, explained 
everything by sex, and Yenor gives an able 
summary of the case. The family, as an 
artifice of civilization, stood in the way of 
authentic sexual expression. The Oedipus 
complex arose in sons at their mother’s 
breast; daughters fixated on their fathers; 
babies were the substitute sex objects of 
mothers; marriage failed to meet real sexual 
needs; and legal and cultural restraints 
on sex made people sick. According to 
Yenor, Freud’s whole argument pointed to 
the conclusion that “any expression of the 
sexual instinct is legitimate.” Importantly, 
one of Freud’s few calls for remediation was 
directed to scientists and medical doctors, 
urging them to develop a better method of 
contraception, which would bring, in turn, 
“a drastic change in our social conditions.”

As the book’s representative feminist, Sim-
one de Beauvoir dismissed all appeals to nature: 
“Man is not a natural species; he is an histori-
cal idea.” Creatively mixing both Marx and 
Mill, she denounced marriage: “almost always 
it annihilates women.” She openly embraced 
the 1924 statement of the Soviet Comintern 
that “the Revolution is impotent as long as the 
notion of family and of family relations con-
tinues to exist.” To gain erotic liberty Beauvoir 
said the tasks of housekeeping needed to be 
socialized. Sexual encounters should occur 
between two “entirely self-sufficient human 
beings,” backed up by contraception and 
abortion. In the end, Yenor shows how Beau-
voir—in her war on nature, human anatomy, 
and custom (or “immanence”)—emerged in 
the airy theoretical realm of the gnostics.
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In another useful turn, Yenor points to 
sociologist David Popenoe as an architect of 
a late-twentieth-century pro-marriage posi-
tivism. Part of the contemporary “marriage 
movement,” his books include Disturbing the 
Nest and Life without Father. Fairly labeled 
a “moderate feminist,” Popenoe’s ideal is a 
“modified traditional family” where “people 
marry later, have fewer children, and perhaps 
even live together before marriage,” and 
where women pursue careers before and after 
nurturing their small children. In defense 
of this modest home, Popenoe—like many 
other contemporary marriage advocates—
summons enlightened self-interest. “Research 
shows” that married people live longer and 
are healthier and happier, while their chil-
dren have greater prospects for success. More 
important, Popenoe also turns to biology, 
particularly social biology, to make his case: 
“Nothing in biology makes sense except in 
light of evolution.” Indeed, Yenor argues that 
the field of sociobiology “occupies the same 
place among some of today’s marriage move-
ment advocates that phrenology [head size 
and shape] did in Comte’s social philosophy.” 
Summoning the “conservative” Darwin, 
modern marriage advocates use new evidence 
of chemical, neurological, psychological, and 
anatomical differences between men and 
women to invigorate a soft feminist version 
of flexible complementarity, particularly as a 
value in raising children.

Yenor replies that both lines of Popenoe’s 
argument are flawed. While social science 
data may highlight the personal and social 
benefits of strong marriages, “this self-interest 
rightly understood moves few to change their 
behavior in this realm of life.” And while a 
conservative Darwinism might make the case 
that the mother-child bond is natural, father-
hood a cultural construct, and marriage a 
trade of sex for commitment, contemporary 
society “renders this old marriage bargain 

obsolete: women do not need men around 
and men prefer not to be there any way.” 
Moreover, Yenor insists that sociobiology is 
a frail reed on which to hang a defense of 
traditional marriage. The discipline actually 
has no direction, no purpose, and no limits. 
As the prominent sociobiologist E. O. Wil-
son once explained, the “human being can 
change its own nature” in this new era.

Yenor finds a compelling and complete phi-
losophy of marriage only in the theology of 
the body crafted by Karol Wojtyla (aka Pope 
John Paul II). His concept of indissoluble 
marriage was quite similar to Hegel’s “ethical 
love,” where the person entering marriage “no 
longer wishes to be its own exclusive prop-
erty, but instead to become the property of 
the other.” Yet, according to Yenor, John Paul 
upended Hegel by insisting that “freedom 
exists for the sake of love.” As did Aristotle, 
John Paul held “that human beings aspire to 
happiness properly understood.”

Notably, Yenor emphasizes that in contrast 
to “marriage movement positivists” who 
have accepted contraception, “John Paul 
saw connections among the acceptance of 
artificial birth control, a civilization of use, 
and family decline.” Nature has a purpose in 
sex, which contraception violates. In Yenor’s 
words, “Once procreation ceases to be the 
purpose of sex, marriage itself loses a major 
justification.”

These are all wise and valuable contribu-
tions to an aspect of political philosophy 
that has received far too little attention (the 
one prominent earlier exception was Philip 
Abbot’s splendid 1981 work, The Family on 
Trial: Special Relationships in Modern Politi-
cal Thought). However, Yenor’s volume also 
has several flaws. To begin with, he leaves out 
a number of prominent figures who should 
be included in any treatment of marriage in 
Western political thought. He explains why 
he avoided Mary Wollstonecraft, Alexis de 
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Tocqueville, and Charles Darwin, and he 
gives at least a reference or two to Thomas 
Hobbes and David Hume. Nevertheless, he 
ignores without explanation the towering 
figure of Louis de Bonald. Author of On 
Divorce in 1801, Bonald was the key figure 
in turning back the radical marriage reforms 
of the French Revolution. He also launched 
a “school” of philosophical thought on mar-
riage and family that has included figures 
such as Frederic LePlay, Pitirim Sorokin, 
Carle Zimmerman, and Robert Nisbet. 
Similarly, when describing the modern 
Swedish “family” model (cohabitation, 
nonmarital procreation, state day care, etc.), 
Yenor points to the relatively recent work of 
Susan Moller Okin. The true origins of this 
approach, now dominant in the European 
Union, can be found in Friedrich Nietzsche, 
Ellen Key, and Alva Myrdal.

Second, while Yenor is right to criticize 
“today’s voices of retrenchment” for getting 
“bogged down” in their list of the social 
benefits that traditional marriage delivers, 
he misses an aspect of the problem. Most 
contemporary “marriage movement” advo-
cates of a religious tenor would agree with 
his desire to emphasize the place of “ethical 
love” or “a civilization of love,” properly 
understood, in the marriage debate. The 
problem is that contemporary law and the 
current culture of political discourse do not 
allow it. For traditionalists, at least, arbiters 
of opinion deem science (as in sociobiol-
ogy) and social science (when quantifiable) 
as acceptable forms of mobilizing evidence. 
However, the use of history, theology, and 
philosophically grounded “theories of love” 
are not acceptable. I learned this in 2008, 
when the presiding judge in the Iowa “same-
sex marriage” case tossed out my testimony 
in defense of that state’s marriage statute on 
the grounds that my views were historical 
and insufficiently “empirical.” Appeal to the 

“social goods” of marriage is often all that is 
allowed in contemporary public debate.

Finally, while Yenor is courageous enough 
to offer his own philosophy of marriage, it 
falls short of real novelty. His “new deal” for 
marital unity holds that “wives and mothers 
will work outside the home more, and hus-
bands and fathers will share more household 
tasks and / or spend more quality time with 
children than they once did.” There will 
still exist a “division of labor in the family 
in the service of serious ends,” but it will 
be a flexible division paying little attention 
to prescribed male and female roles. Yenor 
admits that this “new deal” must be able “to 
cut off its logic earlier” than the advocates of 
similar projects have done. All the same, in 
its particulars this plan seems fairly similar 
to the “moderate feminist” scheme of David 
Popenoe; indeed, both of them might be 
seen as traditionalist variations on the early-
twentieth-century “companionate” model. 
They also suffer from the same weakness: 
while such approaches might work among 
enlightened academics and high-income 
professionals (for example, medical doctors), 
they are not well suited to the psychology or 
circumstances of the majority of the popu-
lation. As the U.S. Census Bureau recently 
reported, while marriages of this sort still 
occur among the college educated, they grow 
rare among those without a college degree.

A more promising response, I believe, 
is to focus on the basic problem identified 
by figures such as Durkheim, Sorokin, and 
Nisbet: the family’s loss of function. Yenor 
acknowledges the problem. As he writes near 
the end of his book, “As the family loses 
functions and authority, people seem less 
committed to it and invest less in it.” He also 
notes the message of W. Bradford Wilcox’s 
Soft Patriarchy, that marriages “centered 
around more intensive family ends” and 
religious faith are “at least as satisfying, and 
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probably more satisfying than companionate 
marriage.” He even adds: “These findings 
scream out for theoretical elaboration” but 
then drops the thought.

Family renewal will come, as Wendell Berry 
reminds us, only as we “gather up the frag-
ments of knowledge and responsibility” that 
have been surrendered to corporations and 
governments and “put those fragments back 
together again in our own minds and in our 
families and households and neighborhoods.” 
Rather than some conceptual rearmament 
of the companionate family, the real need 
is to look to home gardens, home schools, 
home businesses, home production (broadly 
defined), home churches (also broadly 
defined), and communitarian agriculture 
as the more promising vehicles for family 
renewal in this new century and millennium.
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In one of St. Thomas More’s Latin epigrams 
concerning the nature of tyranny, the poet 

describes the good king as the watchdog who 
protects the flock under his care from the 
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threat of the wolf. The bad king, on the other 
hand, is the wolf himself. 

It no secret that More’s early works 
demonstrate a concern for kingship and a 
criticism of tyrants. Moreover, with the five-
hundredth anniversary (so far as we can esti-
mate) of More’s History of King Richard III 
upon us, it is no secret that the humanist’s 
artistic criticism of the alleged tyrant had 
a direct influence on Shakespeare’s drama. 
Yet in The Artistic Links between William 
Shakespeare and Sir Thomas More: Radically 
Different Richards, Charles A. Hallett and 
Elaine S. Hallett question the nature of that 
influence, boldly opposing what they call the 
“dogmas” of the “More Myth,” the assump-
tion that “More virtually does Shakespeare’s 
work for him.” 

Indeed, ever since scholars such as E. M. W. 
Tillyard and R. W. Chambers took notice of 
More’s unfinished history embedded within 
the sixteenth-century Chronicles of Hall and 
Holinshed, they have acknowledged Shake-
speare’s indebtedness to it for the structure, 
characters, and vividness of Richard III. 
Some such as George M. Logan have sug-
gested that the dramatist merely “took the 
wit at and caustic irony of More’s narrator 
and transferred them to Richard,” recasting 
“scenes that More had already made highly 
dramatic.” Peter Holland likewise suggests 
that Shakespeare had seen in More’s biogra-
phy that “Richard’s life was history already 
teetering on the brink of drama.” 

 Whereas Artistic Links in some ways 
strengthens the connection between the two 
artists, it argues against a simplistic under-
standing of More as the mentor who would 
eventually be surpassed by his genius appren-
tice, a distortion that does a disservice to both 
craftsmen. In terms of More, it leads many 
such as Arthur Noel Kincaid and Alison Han-
ham to interpret his History retrospectively 
as a drama. As for Shakespeare, it nullifies 


